The most advanced curricular management software on the planet.

“It's one of the best investments we have made as an institution.”
—ROSEMARY SCHESTAG, PROJECT MANAGER, LORAIN COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CourseLeaf was built with the belief that, to thrive, a campus needs software that adapts to their unique institutional processes, drives accuracy across complex systems, and continually innovates to meet the changing needs of higher education for student success.
CourseLeaf is the most advanced curricular management software on the planet.

Curricular management is complicated. CourseLeaf was designed to make it easier without making you change your processes; to drive accuracy without manual operations; to engage anyone while not bothering everyone; and to help your entire campus thrive — from staff to faculty to students.

CourseLeaf software is intelligent, adaptive, and evolutionary.

Curriculum Forms that Speak Your Faculty’s Language
CourseLeaf adopts the language and terms that are specific to your campus and pairs it with an intuitive interface that everyone can navigate. This ease-of-use drives campus-wide engagement and collaboration, leading to more relevant classes and higher student enrollments.

Software that Adapts to Your Processes
CourseLeaf was built with the advanced capability to adapt to you. We learn your processes and policies and then configure the software so it is exactly what your campus needs, boosting efficiency and accuracy across your entire system.

Features that Drive Student Engagement and Completion
Your work (and ours) comes down to students. CourseLeaf features help students identify the right career path and select the right classes, leading to a higher level of student engagement, persistence, on-time completion and post-graduation career success.

Workflow that Automatically Knows Who’s In and Who’s Out
CourseLeaf’s Intelligent Workflow knows who needs to review content and in what order because it’s uniquely configured in advance to support your practices. This eliminates user errors and cumbersome paper trails, freeing up time for more important tasks.

Integration that Places Your System of Record in the Center of the Universe
Nobody connects your campus the way we do. CourseLeaf’s Advanced Integration drives accuracy across your entire system, securing your system of record as the source of truth and leading to confidence in data accuracy, more data-driven decisions, and a smoother accreditation process.

An Unmatched Ecosystem of Partnerships
We form strategic technology partnerships to create an unmatched ecosystem of integration and support for your curricular management. These connections add value to what we can deliver and provide the most efficient and accurate systems for you, campus-wide.

“The standout for us was CourseLeaf’s ability to customize their software to fit our team’s needs. The cost was right on point and the ease of usability was unparalleled in our industry.”
—JILL VAUGHN, MANAGER, CURRICULUM SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES
CourseLeaf offers five software modules that integrate with each other and your system of record to cover everything from course inception through course registration. Start with the modules you need; we’re here to help if and when you’re ready to add more.

**CourseLeaf CAT**

**Publish a catalog that drives student success.**

CourseLeaf CAT can help you publish an engaging and accurate catalog with ease. Our unmatched features and functionality streamline how you develop, edit, and publish your catalog—while making it more organized and accurate.

**WITH CAT, YOU CAN:**

- Customize templates to create a catalog that aligns with your brand
- Save time with easy, intuitive content tools and pre-populated forms
- Ensure accuracy with advanced integration with your system of record
- Centralize editing, tracking, and review processes
- Drive student engagement and success with content and filtering features
- Work simultaneously on current and future publications
- Easily generate printable pdfs by page or catalog with the click of a button
- Preserve history with a comprehensive archive

**CourseLeaf CIM**

**Launch accurate curriculum with ease.**

CourseLeaf CIM can help you simplify the curriculum process, making it easy to create accurate content. No more coordinating disparate spreadsheets, manually routing documents, and struggling to find the latest versions. Instead, through dynamic forms and an intelligent workflow, CIM keeps your processes moving forward with no manual intervention.

**WITH CIM, YOU CAN:**

- Boost collaboration across departments with intuitive forms tailored to you
- Automatically include the right people in the review process with our intelligent workflow
- Ensure system-wide content accuracy with advanced integration with your system of record
- Increase student engagement with up-to-date course content
- Preserve history with a comprehensive archive
CourseLeaf CLSS
Ensure efficient scheduling that boosts on-time completion.
CourseLeaf CLSS gives you the power to centralize and easily manage your course schedule across departments while maximizing class placement to drive student success.

WITH CLSS, YOU CAN:
- Create your own scheduling rules and validate your schedule
- Configure preauthorized meeting patterns
- Visualize schedules at a glance
- Easily add and subtract sections
- Balance prime and light time slots
- Streamline schedule changes
- Maximize class placement for student needs
- Guide department access with centralized control

CourseLeaf PATH
Help students find and register for the right classes.
CourseLeaf PATH helps you reinvent online registration with tools and features designed to quickly connect students to the courses they need.

WITH PATH, STUDENTS CAN:
- Quickly understand degree requirements
- Save courses of interest
- Discover the right courses along their pathway to degree completion
- Connect with personalized search and course recommendations
- Register without concern about system overload
- Complete searches and registration on mobile devices

CourseLeaf SYL
Create compliant syllabi that keep students informed.
CourseLeaf SYL supports each step in the syllabi development process, from creation and editing to output. You control policies, rules, and regulations while faculty manage their own content and students access online syllabi repositories with ease.

WITH SYL, YOU CAN:
- Use intuitive forms tailored to you
- Maintain a consistent look and feel across all content
- Boost productivity with easy information carryover
- Automatically keep campus policies up to date
- Secure all syllabi in a centralized, web-based repository for easy search and use
- Make it easy for students to see syllabus details and changes

“OneCourseLeaf is the only software with a curriculum system that fully integrates with a syllabus. This is pretty life changing in our little world.”
—BRIAN MERCER, DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE OF CURRICULAR SUPPORT, AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY
An ecosystem of support.

Adopting new software can be challenging. With CourseLeaf you have an unparalleled ecosystem of support. Our Leepfrog User Community (LUC) online hub includes 24/7 live support, weekly webinars, and the opportunity to chat with CourseLeaf experts and fellow users to share ideas and increase your knowledge. Our annual LUC Conference brings staff and clients together for training, networking, and the chance to work with our leadership on new software innovations. CourseLeaf is not just a software, it’s a community.
“Their willingness to hear what we were looking for and do what they could to make a solution fit our business and process needs put them far ahead of the competition.”

—AMANDA DADDONA
ASSOCIATE REGISTRAR, WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
CourseLeaf is used by over 450 campuses of all sizes to drive efficiency, accuracy, and student success.

How can we help you thrive?

For More Information
info@courseleaf.com
Ph: (319) 337-3877 or 888-533-7376
courseleaf.com